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INEQUALITIES IN REARRANGEMENTINVARIANT FUNCTION SPACESGiorgio TalentiNotationn dimensionRn Euclidean n-dimensional spacejxj p(x21 + � � �+ x2n), if x is a vector in Rnand x1, : : : , xn are the coordinates of x�n �n=2[�(n=2 + 1)]�1, measure of the unit n-dimensional ballm n-dimensional Lebesgue measureHk k-dimensional Hausdor� measureR : : : dx integral with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measurer gradient� Laplace operator�E characteristic function of a set Esprt supportess sup essential supremumLp Lebesgue space |the set of measurable functions such that R jujpdx <1W k;p Sobolev space | the set of functions from Lpthat are endowed with k-th order weak derivatives in Lp1. Rearrangements1.1. Introduction. Set up by Hardy & Littlewood, a theory of rearrange-ments was popularized by the well-known book [HLP]. Rearrangements offunctions are frequently used in real and harmonic analysis, in investiga-tions about singular integrals and function spaces | see, e.g., [He], [ON],[ONW], [SW]. P�olya & Szeg�o and their followers demonstrated a good manyisoperimetric theorems and inequalities by means of rearrangements | see[PS], a source book on this matter. More recent investigations have shown177



178 G. TALENTIthat rearrangements of functions �t well also into the theory of ellipticsecond-order partial di�erential equations | see, e.g., [Bae], [Ta3] and thebibliography therein.Several types of rearrangements are known | presentations are in [Ka]and [Bae]. Here we limit ourselves to rearrangements �a la Hardy & Little-wood.1.2. De�nitions and basic properties. Let G be a measurable subsetof Rn, and let u be a real-valued measurable function de�ned in G. Assumeeither m(G) is �nite or u decays at in�nity, i.e., mfx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg is�nite for every positive t.De�nition 1.A. The distribution function of u, �, is a map which informsabout the content of level sets of u; speci�cally,(1.1) �(t) = mfx 2 G : ju(x)j > tgfor every nonnegative t.The following propositions are straightforward:(1.i) � is a decreasing function de�ned in [0;1[ .(1.ii) � is right-continuous.(1.iii) �(0) = m(sprtu) and �(+1) = 0.(1.iv) ft � 0: �(t) = 0g = [ess sup juj;+1[ . In other words, sprt� is aninterval whose end points are 0 and ess sup juj; the latter is either +1 orthe smallest zero of �.(1.v) �(t�) = mfx 2 G : ju(x)j � tg for every positive t. Hence�(t�) � �(t), the jump of � at t, equals mfx 2 G : ju(x)j = tg for everypositive t.A typical situation is sketched in Fig. 1.De�nition 1.B. The decreasing rearrangement of u, u�, is the distributionfunction of �.The following propositions hold:(1.vi) u� is a decreasing function de�ned in [0;1[ .(1.vii) u� is right-continuous.(1.viii) u�(0) = ess sup juj and u�(+1) = 0 .



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 179(1.ix) fs � 0: u�(s) = 0g = [m(sprtu);+1[ . Consequently, sprtu� is aninterval whose end points are 0 and m(sprt u).(1.x) ft � 0: �(t) � sg = [u�(s);1[ for every nonnegative s. Thus,(1.2) u�(s) = minft � 0: �(t) � sgfor every nonnegative s | a representation formula.
���������	
������Fig. 1Proof of Proposition (1.x). By its very de�nition, the value of u� at anynonnegative s is the one-dimensional measure of the level set ft � 0: �(t) >sg. Distribution function � decreases monotonically and is right-continuous.Hence ft � 0: �(t) > sg is either empty or the interval [0; u�(s)[ . Theconclusion follows. �(1.xi) fs � 0: u�(s) > tg = [0; �(t)[ for every nonnegative t. In otherwords, the level set fs � 0: u�(s) > tg is, for every nonnegative t, aninterval whose left end-point is 0 and whose length is exactly the measureof fx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg. The present statement informs that the distributionfunction of u� is �, i.e., u and u� are equidistributed.Proof of Proposition (1.xi). First, fs � 0: u�(s) > tg � [0; �(t)[ for everynonnegative t. Indeed, Proposition (1.x) tells us that if s is in the left-hand



180 G. TALENTIside, then t must be such that �(t) > s, thus s is in the right-hand side.Secondly, fs � 0: u�(s) > tg � [0; �(t)[ for every nonnegative t. Indeed,Proposition (1.x) tells us that if s is in the right-hand side, then t must beless than u�(s), thus s is in the left-hand side. �(1.xii) u���(t)� � t for every nonnegative t, u���(t) � � � t for every tsuch that 0 � t < ess sup juj. Thus, u� is an inverse function of �.Proof of Proposition (1.xii). Proposition (1.x) yields immediately thatu���(t)� � t if t is nonnegative. On the other hand, the very de�nition of u�and a property of distribution functions tell us that u�(s�) = 1-dimensionalmeasure of ft � 0: �(t) � sg for every positive s. Let 0 � t < ess sup juj.Then the limit of u� at �(t) from the left is the one-dimensional measureof fs � 0: �(s) � �(t)g | recall that the value of � at a point t is strictlypositive if and only if t is nonnegative and strictly smaller than ess sup juj.Now, fs � 0: �(s) � �(t)g � [0; t] since � decreases monotonically. There-fore u���(t)� � � t. �(1.xiii) ��u�(s)� � s for every nonnegative s, ��u�(s)� � � s for every ssuch that 0 � s � m(sprtu). Thus, � is an inverse function of u�.Proof of Proposition (1.xiii). By Proposition (1.xi), � is the distributionfunction of both u and u�. Hence �(t) = 1-dimensional measure offs � 0: u�(s) > tg for every nonnegative t, and �(t�) = one-dimensionalmeasure of fs � 0: u�(s) � tg for every positive t. In particular, ��u�(s)� =1-dimensional measure of ft � 0: u�(t) > u�(s)g for every nonnegative s,and ��u�(s) � � = 1-dimensional measure of ft � 0: u�(t) � u�(s)g if0 � s < m(sprt u) | recall that u� takes a positive value at a point s if andonly if s is nonnegative and strictly smaller than m(sprtu). As u� decreasesmonotonically, we have the inclusions ft � 0: u�(t) > u�(s)g � [0; s[ andft � 0: u�(t) � u�(s)g � [0; s] for every nonnegative s. The conclusionfollows. �(1.xiv) [�(t); �(t�)[ � fs � 0: u�(s) = tg � [�(t); �(t�)] for every posi-tive t.Proof of Proposition (1.xiv). fs � 0: u�(s) = tg = T1k=1fs � 0: t(1� 1=k)< u�(s) � tg if t > 0. By Proposition (1.xii), fs � 0: t(1 � 1=k) < u�(s)� tg = ��(t); ��t(1� 1=k)�� if t > 0 and k = 1, 2, : : : . �



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 181Proposition (1.xi) has basic consequences. For instance: If A is anycontinuous increasing map from [0;1] into [0;1] such that A(0) = 0, then(1.3) ZG A�ju(x)j� dx = 1Z0 A�u�(s)� ds| this equation follows fromZG A�ju(x)j� dx = 1Z0 A(t)[�d�(t)];a form of Cavalieri's principle.Relevant geometric aspects are illustrated in Fig. 2. An algorithm forcomputing and plotting decreasing rearrangements is o�ered in [Ta3].
���������	
���Fig. 2De�nition 1.C. The symmetric rearrangement of u, uF, is de�ned by(1.4) uF(x) = u�(�njxjn)for every x in Rn.



182 G. TALENTIProperties of u� imply:(1.xv) uF is nonnegative, radial | i.e., invariant under rotations aboutthe origin of Rn | and radially decreasing | i.e., uF decreases as thedistance from the origin increases.(1.xvi) u and uF are equidistributed.Propositions (1.xv) and (1.xvi) can be summarized this way: for everynonnegative t, fx 2 Rn : uF(x) > tg, a level set of uF, is the ball whose cen-ter is the origin and whose measure equals the measure of fx 2 G : ju(x)j >tg, the allied level set of juj. In other words, uF is a function whose graphresults from a Schwarz symmetrization of the graph of juj.Fig. 3 shows an example in closed form.u(x) = 8 + 2x2 � x4�(t) = ( 2p1 +p9� t if t � 82p2� 2pt� 8 if 8 < t � 9uF(x) = � 9� x2 + x4=4 if jxj � p2u(x) if jxj > p2
���������	
��������Fig. 3



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 183The de�nitions of u� and uF can be recast in a more compact form. Re-call the layer-cake formula: if G is any measurable subset of Rn and f isany nonnegative function in L1(G), then f can be recovered as the super-imposition of the characteristic functions of its level sets: more precisely,(1.5) f = 1Z0 �fx2G : f(x)>tg dt| the integral is �a la Bochner. i.e.,f �XNk=1�fx2G : f(x)>tkg(tk � tk�1)L1(G) ! 0as 0 = t0 < t1 < � � � < tN , max(tk � tk�1) ! 0 and tN ! +1. Conse-quently, we have the following proposition:(1.xvii) If u is in L1(G), then(1.6) u� = 1Z0 �[0;�(t)[ dt;(1.7) uF = 1Z0 �fx2Rn : �njxjn<�(t)g dt:1.3. Key theorems. Basic properties of rearrangements �a la Hardy & Lit-tlewood are summarized in Theorems 1.A, 1.B, 1.C, 1.D bellow. Roughlyspeaking, these theorems inform that a rearrangement, though sharing a dis-tribution function, may play a better game than the original does.Theorem 1.A. Suppose u and v are measurable and nonnegative. Then(1.8.a) ZRn u(x)v(x) dx � 1Z0 u�(s)v�(s) ds;or(1.8.b) ZRn u(x)v(x) dx � ZRn uF(x)vF(x) dx



184 G. TALENTITheorem 1.B. Suppose f , g, h are measurable and nonnegative. Then(1.9) ZRn dx ZRn f(x)g(y)h(x� y) dy � ZRn dx ZRn fF(x)gF(y)hF(x� y) dy:Theorem 1.C. Suppose � is a Young function | i.e., � maps [0;1[ into[0;1[, �(0) = 0, � is increasing and convex. Suppose u is su�cientlysmooth | e.g., Lipschitz continuous | and decays at in�nity | i.e., themeasure of fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg is �nite for every positive t. Then(1.10a) ZRn ��jru(x)j� dx � 1Z0 ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)� ds;or(1.10.b) ZRn ��jru(x)j� dx � ZRn ��jruF(x)j� dx:Theorem 1.D. Suppose u and v are real-valued and measurable, suppose� is a Young function. Then(1.11.a) ZRn ��ju(x)� v(x)j� dx � 1Z0 ��ju�(s)� v�(s)j� dsor(1.11.b) ZRn ��ju(x)� v(x)j� dx � ZRn ��juF(x)� vF(x)j� dx:Theorem 1.A is by Hardy & Littlewood. A proof is in [HLP], Section10.13; an alternative proof is o�ered in Subsection 1.4 below. Theorem 1.Ais simple, but decisive: most theorems, that are demonstrated via rearrange-ments of functions, involve it.Theorem 1.B is due to F. Riesz. Proofs appear in [Rie] and [HLP], Sec-tions 10.14 and 10.15. Generalizations are in [BLL].Let us sketch a simple application of Theorem 1.B. Suppose E isa three-dimensional material body, whose density is 1 and whose volume



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 185is �xed. Consider the energy of E, i.e., the energy of the gravitational �eldgenerated by E. Question: which E renders such an energy a maximum?We have energy of E = ZR3 jruj2 dx;where u | a potential | is given byu(x) = ZR3 �E(y) 14�jx� yj dyand satis�es ��u = �E :Integrations by parts showenergy of E = ZR3 dx ZR3 �E(x)�E(y) 14�jx� yj dy:Note that (�E)F, the symmetric rearrangement of �E , is exactly the charac-teristic function of EF, a ball having the same volume as E. Thus Theorem1.B tells us that energy of E � energy of EF:i.e., the answer to our question: among all homogeneous 3-dimensional bod-ies, whose volume and density are �xed, the ball generates the gravitational�eld having the largest energy.A proof of Theorem 1.C is detailed in Subsection 1.5 below. Theorem1.C implies that the total variation and Dirichlet type integrals of su�-ciently smooth functions decaying at in�nity decrease under the symmetricrearrangements. Theorem 1.C is a key to proofs of isoperimetric inequali-ties of mathematical physics, e.g., Faber & Krahn theorem on the principalfrequency of a membrane, Poincar�e inequality for capacity, Saint-Venantprinciple for torsional rigidity | see [PS]. Theorem 1.C is also a key toa sharp proof of certain Sobolev inequalities | see, e.g., [Mos], [Ta1], [Lb]and Section 2. Exhaustive proofs of Theorem 1.C are presented in [BZ],[GR], [Hil], [Lb], [S1], [S2], [Spi], [Ta1]. An interesting derivation of Theo-rem 1.C is outlined in [Bae]. A variant of Theorem 1.C | where Lebesguemeasure is replaced by Gauss measure | is o�ered in [Ehr].Theorem 1.C implies that the symmetric rearrangement of a su�cientlysmooth function, which decays fast enough at in�nity, is Lipschitz continu-ous. Note that lots of functions exist which really di�er from their symmetric



186 G. TALENTIrearrangements and render (1.10.b) an equality; as shown in [Ka] and [BZ],equality in (1.10.b) implies u = uF if and only if an extra hypothesis is inforce, i.e., the set of critical points of u is thin enough.Theorem 1.D is instrumental when approximation arguments are in-volved. It implies that the symmetric rearrangement is a contraction,or a non-expansive map, in any Orlicz space. In the special case where�(t) = t2 Theorem 1.D is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.A and theequimeasurability of rearrangements. Proofs of Theorem 1.D are in [Chi],[CZ], [Ka], [Bae].Readers interested in further results are referred to [Bae] and [Ka].1.4. Proof of Theorem 1.A. First step. Let E be a measurable subsetof Rn, and let v be a nonnegative measurable function de�ned in Rn. Weclaim that(1.12) ZE v dx � m(E)Z0 v�(s) ds:There is no loss of generality in assuming that the measure of E is �niteand v is integrable. Proposition (1.xvii) givesv = 1Z0 �fy2Rn : v(y)>tg dt;v� = 1Z0 �[0;mfy2Rn : v(y)>tg[ dt:Hence ZE v dx = 1Z0 m�E \ fy 2 Rn : v(y) > tg� dt;m(E)Z0 v�(s) ds = 1Z0 min�m(E);mfy 2 Rn : v(y) > tg	 dt:Inequality (1.12) follows. Note that (1.12) coincides with inequality (1.8.a)in the case where u is the characteristic function of E | indeed, (�E)�= �[0;m(E)[ by the very de�nition of decreasing rearrangement.



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 187Second step. Let u and v be nonnegative and measurable. There is no lossof generality in assuming that u and v are integrable. Proposition (1.xvii)gives u = 1Z0 �fy2Rn : u(y)>tg dt;u� = 1Z0 �[0;mfx2Rn : u(x)>tg[ dt:Hence ZRn u(x)v(x) dx = 1Z0 dt Zfx2Rn : u(x)>tg v(x) dx;1Z0 u�(s)v�(s) ds = 1Z0 dt mfx2Rn : u(x)>tgZ0 v�(s) ds:On the other hand, the previous step | inequality (1.12) | tells us thatZfx2Rn : u(x)>tg v(x) dx � mfx2Rn : u(x)>tgZ0 v�(s) dsfor every nonnegative t. Inequality (1.8.a) follows. Inequality (1.8.b) followstoo, since 1Z0 u�(s)v�(s) ds = ZRn uF(x)vF(x) dxby the very de�nition of symmetric rearrangement. �1.5. Proof of Theorem 1.C. We haveZRn ��jru(x)j� dx � 1Z0 ds dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx;



188 G. TALENTIsince Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dxincreases monotonically from 0 to the integral of �(jruj) over Rn as sincreases from 0 to 1. On the other hand,1Z0 ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)� ds = ZRn ��jruF(x)j� dxby the very de�nition of uF. Thus Theorem 1.C follows immediately fromthe next lemma. �Lemma 1.E. Suppose u is su�ciently smooth | e.g., Lipschitz continuous| and decays at in�nity | i.e., the measure of fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg is �nitefor every positive t. Then (i) u� is locally absolutely continuous in ]0;1[;(ii) the following inequality(1.13) dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx � ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)�holds for almost every positive s. Here � is any Young function | i.e.,� maps [0;1[ into [0;1[, �(0) = 0, � is increasing and convex.Proof of Lemma 1.E. The basic ingredients involved are: the coarea for-mula; the isoperimetric theorem in Rn; Jensen's inequality.A coarea formula claims that if u is Lipschitz continuous and f is inte-grable, thenZRn f(x)jru(x)j dx = 1Z0 dt Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j=tg f(x)Hn�1( dx):In a sense, this formula amounts to saying that the distance between levelsurfaces of u is inversely proportional to jruj. A proof of this formulaappears in [Fe]. The isoperimetric theorem in Rn claims that if E is a mea-surable subset of Rn and the measure of E is �nite, thenHn�1(@E) � n�1=nn [m(E)]1�1=n:



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 189Treatments of this theorem appear in [BZa], [Oss], [Ta5]. Jensen's inequalitysays that if � is convex, f is integrable and the measure of E is �nite, then1m(E) ZE ��f(x)� dx � �� 1m(E) ZE f(x) dx�:Jensen's inequality is presented in [MPF], for instance.First step. The following inequalities(1.14) Zfx2Rn : u�(a)>ju(x)j>u�(b)g jru(x)j dx � n�1=nn [u�(a)� u�(b)];(1.15) mfx 2 Rn : u�(a) > ju(x)j > u�(b)g � b� ahold if m(sprtu) > b > a � 0.Proof of (1:14).The left-hand side of (1.14)= by Federer's coarea formulau�(a)Zu�(b) Hn�1fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j = tg dt� by the isoperimetric theorem in Rnu�(a)Zu�(b) n�1=nn [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j � tg]1�1=n dt� by the monotonicity of the integrandn�1=nn [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j � u�(a)g]1�1=n[u�(a)� u�(b)]� by Proposition (1.xiii)the right-hand side of (1.14). �



190 G. TALENTIProof of (1:15). Let � denote the distribution function of u. Proposition(1.v) ensures that the left-hand side of (1.15) equals ��u�(b)����u�(a)��,Proposition (1.xiii) ensures that ��u�(b)� � b and ��u�(a)� � � a. �Recall that sprtu� = [0;m(sprtu)] as per Proposition (1.xi). Thus, in-equalities (1.14) and (1.15) show that u� is locally absolutely continuous in]0;1[ . The �rst assertion of Lemma 1.E is demonstrated.Incidentally, inequalities (1.14) and (1.15) give alson�1=nn a1�1=n[u�(a)� u�(b)] � (b� a) ess sup jrujwhenever m(sprtu) > b > a � 0. Hence�n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s) � ess sup jrujfor almost every nonnegative s, consequentlyjruF(x)j � ess sup jrujfor almost every x in Rn.Second step. The following inequality(1.16) dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g jru(x)j dx � �n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)holds for almost every nonnegative s. In fact, the right-hand side of (1.16)is zero if s � m(sprtu). If 0 � s < m(sprtu) the left-hand side of (1.16)equals the limit of1h Zfx2Rn : u�(s)�ju(x)j>u�(s+h)g jru(x)j dxas h is positive and tends to 0; inequality (1.14) tells us that the last quantityis greater than, or equalsn�1=nn s1�1=n 1h [u�(s)� u�(s+ h)]:Third step. The previous step shows that inequality (1.13) holds foralmost every nonnegative s in the case where �(t) = t. We are going to



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 191show that inequality (1.13) holds for almost every nonnegative s if � is anyYoung function.Arguments of real analysis tell us that there are exactly three alternatives:1. s belongs to some exceptional set having one-dimensional measure zero;2. du�=ds vanishes at s; 3. a neighbourhood of s exists where u� decreasesstrictly. If either 1 or 2 holds, there is nothing to prove. Thus, supposealternative 3 is in force.We claim that(1.17) h = mfx 2 Rn : u�(s) � ju(x)j > u�(s+ h)g:if h is positive and small enough. Indeed, let � denote the distributionfunction of u. The right-hand side of (1.17) equals ��u�(s+h)����u�(s)�.Proposition (1.v) gives �(t�) � �(t) = 1-dimensional measure of fr �0: u�(r) = tg for every positive t, Proposition (1.xiii) gives ��u�(r)� �r � ��u�(r) � � if 0 � r < m(sprtu). Thus assumptions ensure that��u�(r)� = r whenever r is close enough to s. The claim follows.We deduce 1h Zfx2Rn : u�(s)�ju(x)j>u�(s+h)g ��jru(x)j� dx� by Jensen's inequality�� 1h Zfx2Rn : u�(s)�ju(x)j>u�(s+h)g jru(x)j dx�:Consequently(1.18) dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx� �� dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g jru(x)j dx�:Inequalities (1.16) and (1.18) yield (1.13). The proof is complete. �



192 G. TALENTI2. Standard Sobolev inequalities2.1. Background. Let us take three exponents p, q and r (greater than,or equal to 1) and ask whether a positive constant C exists such that(2.1.a) kukLq(Rn) � ChkukLr(Rn) + �ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=pifor every test function u| su�ciently smooth and decaying fast enough atin�nity.An argument of dimensional analysis shows that inequality (2.1.a) isequivalent to the following(2.1.b)kukLq(Rn) � Chkn=r�n=qkukLr(Rn) + kn=p�n=q�1�ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=pi;where k is a parameter having an arbitrary positive value | simply replaceu(x) in (2.1.a) by u(x=k), then rescale.If the exponents of k in (2.1.b) are both positive or both negative, lettingk tend to zero or in�nity results in a contradiction. Thus, the question hasa negative answer if q < r and 1=q > 1=p�1=n or q > r and 1=q < 1=p�1=n.For instance, inequality (2.1.a) fails to hold if r = p and q < p or r = p,p < n and q > np=(n� p).Suppose q > r and 1=q � 1=p � 1=n. Minimizing the right-hand side of(2.1.b) with respect to k leads to the following conclusions.(2.i) If 1 � p < n and q = np=(n�p), (2.1.a) is equivalent to the followinginequality(2.2) kukLq(Rn) � C�ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=p:(2.ii) If n < p < 1 and q = 1, (2.1.a) is equivalent to the followinginequality(2.3) sup juj � Const kuk (p�n)r(p�n)r+npLr(Rn) �ZRn jru(x)jp dx� np(p�n)r+np ;where Const stands forC�1� np + nr �� rn� np(p�n)r+np� pp� n� (p�n)r(p�n)r+np :



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 193(2.iii) If 1=q > 1=p � 1=n and r < q < 1, (2.1.a) is equivalent to thefollowing inequality(2.4) kukLq(Rn) � Const kuk 1�n=p+n=q1�n=p+n=rLr(Rn) �ZRn jru(x)jp dx� n=r�n=q1�n=p+n=r ;where Const stands forC� 1n � 1p + 1r��1r � 1q�� n=r�n=q1�n=p+n=r � 1n � 1p + 1q�� 1�n=p+n=q1�n=p+n=r :(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) are samples of the so-called Sobolev inequalities.Sobolev inequalities are a customary tool in functional analysis, calculusof variations, partial di�erential equations. Basically, they inform that themembership to a Sobolev space implies ipso facto extra properties such ashigher integrability or boundedness. Thus, Sobolev inequalities are prototy-pal regularization theorems. A presentation of Sobolev inequalities appearsin [So1] and [So2]. Exhaustive proofs appear, e.g., in [Ada], [Maz], [Zie]. Itcan be demonstrated that (2.2) holds if 1 � p < n and 1=q = 1=p � 1=n,(2.3) holds if p > n and r � 1, (2.4) holds if 1=q > 1=p� 1=n and q > r.2.2. A special case. The case where p = 1 and q = n=(n � 1), i.e., thefollowing Sobolev inequality(2.5.a) �ZRn ju(x)jn=(n�1) dx�1�1=n � C ZRn jru(x)j dx;deserves special attention. Theorem 2.A below | which appeared in [FF] |shows that (2.5.a) is nothing but an alternative version of the isoperimetrictheorem in Rn. A variant of Theorem 2.A | where Lebesgue measure isreplaced by Gauss measure | is o�ered in [PT].Theorem 2.A. The smallest constant C , such that inequality (2.5.a) holdsfor every test function u, is given by(2.5.b) 1=C = n�1=nn :Proof. First step. Assume a positive constant C exists such that (2.5.a)holds for every test function u, and let E by any nice bounded subset ofRn. We claim that [m(E)]1�1=n � C �Hn�1(@E):



194 G. TALENTIIn fact, consider a molli�ed version, u�, of the characteristic function ofE. In other words, let � > 0 andu�(x) = ZRn J�(x� y)�E(y) dy| here J�(x) = ��nJ(x=�), and J is any nonnegative compactly supportedsmooth function whose integral over Rn is 1. Well-known properties ofmolli�ers ensure that u� ! �E in Ln=(n�1)(Rn) as �#0, therefore�ZRn ju�(x)jn=(n�1) dx�1�1=n ! [m(E)]1�1=nas �#0. On the other hand, the Gauss{Green formulas giveru�(x) = Z@E J�(x� y)� (inner unit normal to @E at y)Hn�1( dy);hence jru�(x)j � R@E J�(x� y)Hn�1( dy), consequentlyZRn jru�(x)j dx � Hn�1(@E)for every positive �. Thus, replacing u in (2.5.a) by u� then letting �#0results in the claimed inequality.The same inequality implies1=C � n�1=nn ;since Hn�1(@E)[m(E)]�1+1=n = n�1=nn if E is a ball.In conclusion, we have shown that if inequality (2.5.a) holds for everytest function u then 1=C cannot be larger than n�1=nn .Second step. Assume C is de�ned by (2.5.b), and let u be any test func-tion. We claim that inequality (2.5.a) actually holds. The main ingredientsinvolved in the present proof are: the standard isoperimetric theorem in Rn;a coarea formula. See Subsection 1.5 for information on these topics.Layer-cake formula | formula (1.5) | givesjuj = Z 10 �fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg dt;



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 195therefore we deduce via Minkowski's inequality that�ZRn ju(x)jn=(n�1) dx�1=1�n � 1Z0 [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg]1�1=n dt:The standard isoperimetric theorem in Rn yieldsn�1=nn [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg]1�1=n � Hn�1fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j = tgfor every positive t. The coarea formula of Federer says that1Z0 Hn�1fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j = tg dt = ZRn jru(x)j dx:In conclusionn�1=nn �ZRn ju(x)jn=(n�1) dx�1�1=n � ZRn jru(x)j dx;as claimed.The proof of Theorem 2.A is complete. �2.3. Sharp constants. The next theorem | which appeared in [Au],[Lb], [Ta1] | gives a sharp form of Sobolev inequality (2.2).Theorem 2.B. Assume 1 < p < n and 1=q = 1=p� 1=n. Then every testfunction u obeys the following inequality(2.6.a) �ZRn ju(x)jq dx�1=q � C�ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=p;provided C is given by(2.6.b) 1=C = p�n1=p�n� pp� 1�1�1=ph�(n=p)�(1 + n� n=p)�(n)�(1 + n=2) i1=n:Equality holds in (2.6.a) if C is given by (2.6.b) and u is given by(2.6.c) u(x) = [1 + jxjp=(p�1)]1�n=p:



196 G. TALENTIProof, outlined. The equimeasurability of rearrangements givesZRn jujq dx = ZRn juFjq dx;Theorem 1.C gives ZRn jrujp dx � ZRn jruFjp dx:We deduce a decisive information, i.e., minimizing the ratio�ZRn jrujp dx�1=p.�ZRn jujq dx�1=qamong all test functions u amounts to minimizing the same ratio in thespecial class of functions that are nonnegative, radial, radially decreasingand Lipschitz continuous. Hence the goal is identifying minimizers and theminimum value of the following ratio(n�n)1=n� 1Z0 [�u0(r)]prn�1 dr�1=p.� 1Z0 [u(r)]qrn�1 dr�1=q ;where r is a real variable and u is a nonnegative, decreasing, Lipschitzcontinuous function of r only. This goal can be attained via techniques ofthe one-dimensional calculus of variations. It turns out that the relevantminimum is exactly the right-hand side of equation (2.6.b) and a relevantminimizer is given by u(r) = [1 + rp=(p�1)]1�n=p. Details are in [Ta1]. �2.4. Sharp constants, continued. In this subsection we present theo-rems related to inequality (2.3).Theorem 2.C. Assume n < p <1. Then every test function u obeys thefollowing inequality(2.7.a) sup juj � C�ZRn ju(x)j dx�n�(n�1)qn+q �ZRn jru(x)jp dx�n(q�1)n+q ;where q = p=(p� 1) and(2.7.b) C =� 1n + 1q�� 1n � 1p� (n�1)q�nn+q� (nn�n)� qn+qn�(1 + q)��1� q(1� 1=n)��(2 + q=n) o nn+q :



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 197Equality holds in (2.7.a) if C is given by (2.7.b) and u is given by(2.7.c) u(x) = 8><>: 1Rjxj r�(n�1)(q�1)(1� rn)q�1 dr if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1:Proof. We haveu�(0) = 1k kZ0 u�(s) ds+ kZ0 �1� sk�h� du�ds (s)i dssince Lemma 1.E guarantees that u� is absolutely continuous. Consequently,u�(0) � k�1 1Z0 u� ds+ k1=n�1=pn�(1 + q)��1� q(1� 1=n)��(2 + q=n) o1=q� n 1Z0 h� s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip dso1=pby H�older's inequality. Here k is any positive parameter. Minimizing withrespect to k yieldsu�(0) �� 1n + 1q�� 1n � 1p� (n�1)q�nn+q n�(1 + q)��1� q(1� 1=n)��(2 + q=n) o nn+q� n 1Z0 u� dson�(n�1)qn+q n 1Z0 h� s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip dson(q�1)n+q :A property or rearrangements givesu�(0) = sup juj;the equimeasurability of rearrangements gives1Z0 u� ds = ZRn juj dx;



198 G. TALENTITheorem 1.C gives1Z0 h� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip ds � ZRn jru(x)jp dx:The argument above shows that inequality (2.7.a) holds if the relevantconstant is de�ned as in (2.7.b). It shows also that equality holds in (2.7.a)if (2.7.b) is in force and u satis�es�du�ds (s) = � s�(1�1=n)q(1� s)q�1 if 0 < s < 1;0 if s � 1The proof is complete. �Theorem 2.D. Assume 1 > p > n > q > 1. Then every test function uobeys the following inequality(2.8.a) sup juj � C�ZRn jru(x)jp dx� n�qn(p�q)�ZRn jru(x)jq dx� p�nn(p�q) :where C =n1�1=n��1=nn (p� q)[p(n� q)]� p(n�q)n(p�q) [q(p� n)]� q(p�n)n(p�q)(2.8.b) � � p� 1p� n� (p�1)(n�q)n(p�q) � q � 1n� q� (q�1)(p�n)n(p�q) :Equality holds in (2.8.a) if C is given by (2.8.b) and u is given by(2.8.c)u�(s) = ( (n� 1)(p� q)� (n� q)(p� 1)s p�nn(p�1) if 0 < s < 1;(q � 1)(p� n)s� n�qn(q�1) if s � 1:Proof. We have u�(0) = 1Z0 h� du�ds (s)i dssince we know from Lemma 1.E that u� is absolutely continuous. Thereforeu�(0) = � kZ0 + 1Zk �s�1+1=nh� s1�1=n du�ds (s)i ds;



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 199henceu�(0) �k1=n�1=phn(p� 1)p� n i1�1=pn 1Z0 h� s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip dso1=p+ k1=n�1=qhn(q � 1)n� q i1�1=qn 1Z0 h� s1�1=n du�ds (s)iq dso1=qby H�older's inequality. Here k is any positive parameter. A property ofrearrangements gives u�(0) = sup juj;Theorem 1.C gives1Z0 h� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip ds � ZRn jru(x)jp dx;1Z0 h� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)iq ds � ZRn jru(x)jq dx:Thus we have shownn�1=nn � sup juj �k1=n�1=phn(p� 1)p� n i1�1=p�ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=p+ k1=n�1=phn(q � 1)n� q i1�1=q�ZRn jru(x)jq dx�1=q:Minimizing with respect to k yields (2.8.a) and (2.8.b).The argument above shows also that equality holds in (2.8.a) if (2.8.b)is in force and u obeys�du�ds (s) = ( s�p(n�1)n(p�1) if 0 < s < 1;s� q(n�1)n(q�1) if s � 1:The proof is complete. �



200 G. TALENTITheorem 2.E. Assume n < p < 1. Let u be a test function and thesupport of u have �nite measure. Then(2.9.a) ess sup juj � C[m(sprtu)]1=n�1=p�ZRn jru(x)jp dx�1=p;where(2.9.b) C = n�1=p��1=nn � p� 1p� n�1�1=p:Equality holds in (2.8.a) if C is given by (2.8.b) and u is given by(2.9.c) u(x) = � 1� jxj(p�n)=(p�1) if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1:Proof. We have u�(0) = m(sprtu)Z0 h� du�ds (s)i dssince u� is absolutely continuous. Henceu�(0) � n1�1=p� p� 1p� n�1�1=p[m(sprtu)]1=n�1=p� n 1Z0 h� s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip dso1=pby H�older's inequality. Furthermore,u�(0) = ess sup jujby a property of rearrangements, and1Z0 h� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)ip ds � ZRn jru(x)jp dxby Theorem 1.C.The argument above shows that inequality (2.9.a) holds if the relevantconstant is de�ned as in (2.9.b). It shows also that equality holds in (2.9.a)if (2.9.b) is in force and u satis�es�du�ds (s) = � s�(1�1=n)=(1�1=p) if 0 < s < 1;0 if s � 1:The proof is complete. �



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 2012.5. Remarks. (2.5.i) A sharp form of inequality (2.3) can be stated asfollows. If n < p < 1 and 1 � r < 1, the smallest constant C such thatthe inequality(2.10.a) (sup juj)np+(p�n)r � C�ZRn jujrdx�p�n�ZRn jrujp dx�nholds for every test function u is given by(2.10.b)1C = nnp�pnh p� nn(p� 1)i(n�1)p� 1Z0 Urt (n�1)pp�n dt�p�n� 1Z0 (�U 0)p dt�n;where U is a nonnegative decreasing solution of the di�erential equation(2.10.c) ddt [�U 0(t)]p�1 + t (n�1)pp�n [U(t)]r�1 = 0such that U(0) = 1 and U(t)! 0 as t! +1.(2.5.ii) Inequality (2.4) is easily derived from (2.2), (2.3) and H�older'sinequality. Thus, Theorem 2.A tells us that inequality (2.4) does hold ifp = 1 and 1 < q < n=(n� 1), and the smallest relevant constant is given by1=C = n�1=nn :However, a sharp form of (2.4) is not known in general | partial results arein [Le]. 3. Inequalities relating u�, jruj� and (�u)�3.1. Introduction. A rearrangement invariant function space is a Banachspace X of real-valued measurable functions having the following properties:(i) If u belongs to X and v is a measurable function such that u � jvj, thenv is in X and kuk � kvk;(ii) If u belongs to X and v is equidistributed with u, then v is in X andkuk = kvk.Rearrangement invariant function spaces were introduced in [LZ], andinclude Lebesgue, Orlicz and Lorentz spaces.The theorems from the present Section provide with tools for investigat-ing inequalities �a la Sobolev, i.e.,a norm of jruja stronger norm of u � Const independent of u



202 G. TALENTIor a norm of �ua stronger norm of u � Const independent of u;in the case where rearrangement invariant function spaces are involved.Applications are given in Section 4.3.2. Statements.Theorem 3.A. Let u be a real-valued function de�ned in Rn. Assume uis su�ciently smooth | e.g., Lipschitz continuous | and decays at in�nity| i.e., the measure of fx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg is �nite for every positive t. LetV = m(sprtu). Then(3.1.a) u�(s) � n�1��1=nn V�sZ0 (s+ t)�1+1=njruj�(t) dtand(3.1.b) u�(s) � u�(0)� n�1��1=nn sZ0 t�1+1=njruj�(t) dtfor almost every s such that 0 � s < V . Equality holds in (3.1.a) and (3.1.b)if u is given by(3.1.c) u(x) = � 1� jxj if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1:Theorem 3.B. Let G be an open subset of Rn, u a real-valued functionde�ned in G. Assume u is smooth enough | e.g., twice continuously dif-ferentiable | and vanishes on the boundary of G | i.e., the measure offx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg is �nite and the closure of fx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg iscontained in G for every positive t. Let v be de�ned by(3.2) v(s) = n�2��2=nn m(G)Zs dr r�2+2=n rZ0 (�u)�(t) dtfor every s such that 0 � s < m(G). Assertions: (i) the following inequality(3.3.a) u�(s) � v(s)



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 203holds for every s such that 0 � s < m(G): (ii) the following inequality(3.3.b) ZG jrujp dx � m(G)Z0 h� n�1=nn s1�1=n dvds (s)ip dsholds for every p such that 0 < p � 2: (iii) equality holds in (3.3.a) and(3.3.b) if G is a ball and �u is radial and radially decreasing.Theorem 3.B is a prototype: generalizations of it are available, in whichLaplace operator � is replaced by elliptic second-order partial di�erentialoperators (linear or nonlinear) having a divergence structure. These gen-eralizations are a tool for investigating a priori estimates of solutions toelliptic second-order boundary value problems | see, e.g., [Ta3] and thereferences therein.A version of Theorem 3.A appeared in [Ta4]; a shortened proof is o�eredin the next subsection. For a proof of Theorem 3.B we refer to [Ta2].3.3. A proof of Theorem 3.A. Lemma 1.E tells us that u� is absolutelycontinuous and�n�1=nn du�dt (t) � t�1+1=n ddt Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(t)g jru(x)j dxfor almost every nonnegative t. A property of rearrangements gives sprtu�= [0; V ]. We deducen�1=nn u�(s) � VZs dt t�1+1=n ddt Zfx2Rn : u�(t)<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dxfor almost every s such that 0 � s < V .4. Lorentz spaces4.1. Introduction. Rearrangement invariant function spaces are men-tioned in Subsection 3.1. Lorentz spaces are signi�cant examples of thesespaces. Lorentz spaces play a role in the theory of interpolation of operatorsand in partial di�erential equations; they were introduced in [Lo1] and [Lo2]and exhaustively treated in [Hu].



204 G. TALENTI4.2. De�nitions and basic properties. (4.i) Let G be a measurablesubset of Rn. If u is a real-valued measurable function de�ned in G, then uis de�ned by(4.1)u(s) = 8><>: supn[m(E)]�1 RE ju(x)j dx : E � G;m(E) � so if 0 � s � m(G);1s RG ju(x)j dx if s > m(G)for every nonnegative s.(4.ii) Let 1 < p < 1 and 1 � q < 1. The Lorentz L(p; q) space is thecollection of all real-valued measurable functions u de�ned in G such that(4.2.a) n 1Z0 [s1=pu(s)]q dss o1=q <1;L(p; q) is a linear space and an appropriate norm in L(p; q) is de�ned by(4.2.b) kukL(p;q) = n 1Z0 [s1=pu(s)]q dss o1=q:The usual modi�cation has to be made if q =1. Accordingly, L(p;1) |also called weak Lp space | is the collection of all real-valued measurablefunctions u such thatsupn[m(E)]�1+1=p ZE ju(x)j dx : E � Go <1;and kukL(p;1) = supn[m(E)]�1+1=p ZE ju(x)j dx : E � Go:The following propositions hold:(4.iii) u is a decreasing function de�ned in [0;1[, u(0) = ess sup juj andu(+1) = 0.(4.iv) We have(4.3) u(s) = 1s sZ0 u�(t) dt



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 205for every positive s.Proof of Proposition (4.iv). Propositions from Subsection 1.2 inform thatsprt u� = [0;m(sprtu)] and R10 u�(t) dt = RG ju(x)j dx. Hence equation(4.3) does hold if s > m(G). We shall demonstrate that if 0 < s � m(G)the sup in (4.1) is actually a maximum and equals the right-hand side of(4.3).First step. Let 0 < s � m(G). We have[m(E)]�1 ZE ju(x)j dx � s�1 sZ0 u�(t) dtfor every measurable set E such that E � G and m(E) � s. Indeed,Theorem 1.A tells us thatZE ju(x)j dx � m(E)Z0 u�(t) dtif E is any measurable subset of G. As is easy to see, the monotonicity ofu� implies [m(E)]�1 m(E)Z0 u�(t) dt � s�1 sZ0 u�(t) dtif m(E) � s > 0.Second step. Let 0 � s � m(G). A measurable set E exists such thatZE ju(x)j dx = m(E)Z0 u�(t) dt;and E � G and m(E) = s. Indeed, observe thatmfx 2 G : ju(x)j > u�(s)g � s � mfx 2 G : ju(x)j � u�(s)gand recall that the Lebesgue n-dimensional measure m is free from atoms.The former property is a consequence of Propositions (1.ix) and (1.xiii):the latter is crucial in the present setting. Then a measurable set E existssuch that fx 2 G : ju(x)j > u�(s)g � E � fx 2 G : ju(x)j � u�(s)g



206 G. TALENTIand m(E) = s.Such a set E satis�es the equationZE ju(x)j dx= Zfx2G : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ju(x)j dx+ u�(s)[m(E)�mfx 2 G : ju(x)j > u�(s)g]:We have alsom(E)Z0 u�(t) dt= mfx2G : ju(x)j>u�(s)gZ0 u�(t) dt+ u�(s)[m(E)�mfx 2 G : ju(x)j > u�(s)g]by Proposition (1.xiv). The equimeasurability of u and u� | Proposition(1.xi) | impliesZfx2G : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ju(x)j dx = mfx2G : ju(x)j>u�(s)gZ0 u�(t) dt:Therefore the set E in hand does the job.The proof is complete. �(4.v) If p > 1 then(4.4.a) kukL(p;1) = pp� 1 1Z0 s1=pu�(s)dss ;if p > 1 and 1 < q � 1, then(4.4.b) �1� 1p�kukL(p;q) � n 1Z0 �s1=pu�(s)�q dss o1=q � kukL(p;q)



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 207| thus, if p > 1 the functional whose values aren 1Z0 [s1=pu�(s)]q dss o1=qis equivalent to the standard norm in L(p; q).Proof of Proposition (4.v). Equation (4.4.a) is an immediate consequenceof equation (4.2.b) and Proposition (4.iv). Proposition (4.iv) yields u � u�,since u� decreases monotonically. Proposition (4.iv) and Theorem 330 from[HLP] given 1Z0 [s1=pu(s)]q dss o1=q � pp� 1n 1Z0 [s1=pu�(s)]q dss o1=qif p > 1 and q � 1. Inequalities (4.4.b) follow. �(4.vi) If p > 1, then L(p; p) = Lp(G).(4.vii) If p > 1 and 1 � q < r � 1, then L(p; q) � L(p; r) and therelevant embedding is continuous.Proof of Proposition (4.vii). If r is not 1, then clearlyddsn sZ0 �t1=pu(t)�q dtt or=q = rqn sZ0 �t1=pu(t)�q dtt or=q�1[u(s)]qsq=p�1for every positive s. The right-hand side of the last equation� rqn sZ0 �t1=pu(s)�q dtt or=q�1[u(s)]qsq=p�1;since r=q > 1 and Proposition (4.iii) guarantees that u decreases monoton-ically. Thereforeddsn sZ0 �t1=pu(t)�q dtt or=q � pr=q�1q�r=qr�s1=pu(s)�r 1s



208 G. TALENTIfor every positive s. We deducen 1Z0 �t1=pu(t)�q dtt or=q � pr=q�1q�r=qr 1Z0 �s1=pu(s)�r dss ;in other words (q=p)1=qkukL(p;q) � (r=p)1=rkukL(p;r):This inequality implies also that(q=p)1=qkukL(p;q) � kukL(p;1);therefore concludes the proof. �4.3. An embedding theorem. The following theorem improves a classi-cal result.Theorem 4.A. Suppose 1 � p < n. Then W 1;p(Rn) is continuously em-bedded into Lorentz space L� npn�p ; p�.Proof. First step. We consider here the p = 1 case and show that thefollowing inequality(4.5) (1� 1=n)�1=nn kukL( nn�1 ;1) � ZRn jru(x)j dxholds for every function u.The coarea formula of Federer says thatZRn jru(x)j dx = 1Z0 Hn�1fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j = tg dt:The isoperimetric theorem in Rn givesHn�1fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j = tg � n�1=nn [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg]1�1=nfor every positive t. Proposition (1.xvii) yields1Z0 [mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg]1�1=n dt = (1� 1=n) 1Z0 s�1=nu�(s) ds:



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 209Hence ZRn jru(x)j dx � (n� 1)�1=nn 1Z0 s1�1=nu�(s)dss :Inequality (4.5) follows sincen 1Z0 s1�1=nu�(s)dss = kukL( nn�1 ;1);according to equation (4.4.a).Incidentally, one may observe that inequality (4.5) is sharp and can bederived also from Theorem 4.B below.Second step. We assume here 1 < p < n and 1 � q � 1, and show thatthe following inequalityn 1Z0 [s1=p�1=nu�(s)]q dss o1=q(4.6) ��(1� 1=p)�(1=p� 1=n)�(1� 1=n) n 1Z0 [s1=pjruj�(s)]q dss o1=qholds for every test function u.Theorem 3.A plays a role at this point. It givesu�(s) � n�1��1=nn 1Z0 (s+ t)�1+1=njruj�(t) dtfor almost every positive s.The last inequality reads�(s) � 1Z0 K(s; t) (t) dtfor almost every positive s, if the abbreviations �(s) = s1=p�1=nu�(s) and (s) = s1=pjruj�(s) are used and K is de�ned byK(s; t) = n�1��1=nn 1(s+ t)�st�1=p� ts + 1�1=n:



210 G. TALENTIAs K is homogeneous of degree �1, a change of variables gives�(s) � 1Z0 K(1; r) (rs) drfor almost every positive s. Consequently, Minkowski's inequality and theequation R10 [ (rs)]q ds=s = R10 [ (s)]q ds=s implyn 1Z0 [�(s)]q dss o1=q � 1Z0 K(1; r) drn 1Z0 [ (s)]q dss o1=q:A computation gives1Z0 K(1; r) dr = �(1� 1=p)�(1=p� 1=n)�(1� 1=n) :Inequality (4.6) follows. We stress that inequality (4.6) holds for everyq such that 1 � q � 1, and a sharp form of (4.6) appears in Theorem 4.Bbelow in the case where 1 � q � p.The proof of Theorem 4.A is complete. �4.4. Sharp constants. The following theorem is in [Al].Theorem 4.B. Suppose 1 � q � p < n. If u is any test function | i.e., issu�ciently smooth and decays fast enough at in�nity | then(4.7.a) �np � 1�q�q=nn 1Z0 [s1=p�1=nu�(s)]q dss � 1Z0 [s1=pjruj�(s)]q dss :Equality holds in (4.7.a) if q = 1 and u is any test function obeying(4.7.b) u(x) is a decreasing convex function of jxj;the ratio between the two sides of (4.7.a) is arbitrarily close to 1 if(4.7.c) u(x) = � 1 + k(1� jxj) if jxj < 1;jxj�k if jxj � 1;



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 211and k is larger than, but close enough to n=p� 1.Proof. As p � q, sq=p�1 decreases as s increases from 0 to +1. Conse-quently, Lemma 4.C below tells us that1Z0 [s1=pjruj�(s)]q dss � 1Z0 h� n�1=nn s1=p�1=n+1 du�ds (s)iq dss :Recall from Lemma 1.E that u� is absolutely continuous | thusu�(s) = 1Z0 h� du�dt (t)i dtfor every positive s. An integration by parts shows1Z0 h� s1=p�1=n+1 du�ds (s)idss = �1p � 1n� 1Z0 s1=p�1=nu�(s)dss ;whereas Theorem 330 from [HLP] yields1Z0 h� s1=p�1=n+1 du�ds (s)iq dss � �1p � 1n� 1Z0 [s1=p�1=nu�(s)]q dssif q > 1.Inequality (4.7.a) follows. The remaining assertions are easily checked byinspection. �Lemma 4.C. Suppose � is a Young function, u is a test function. Then(4.8) 1Z0 ��jruj�(s)��(s) ds � 1Z0 ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)��(s) ds:provided � is a nonnegative decreasing function.Proof of Lemma 4.C. Since � is nonnegative, Lemma 1.E gives1Z0 ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)��(s) ds� 1Z0 ds�(s) dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx:



212 G. TALENTIAn integration by parts shows that the last right-hand side equals�(+1) ZRn �(jruj) dx+ 1Z0 [�d�(s)] Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx:Notice the following proposition:(4.viii) Let f be a real-valued continuous increasing function de�ned in[0;1[ such that f(0) = 0 and f(+1) = +1. Suppose w is a nonnega-tive measurable function de�ned in Rn that decays at in�nity. Then thedecreasing rearrangement of f(w) is less than, or equals f(w�).Proof of Proposition (4.vii). As f increases monotonically,�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > f(t)	 � fx 2 Rn : w(x) > t	for every nonnegative t. We deduce successivelym�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > f(t)	 � mfx 2 Rn : w(x) > t	for every nonnegative t,�t � 0: m�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > f(t)	 � s	� �t � 0: mfx 2 Rn : w(x) > tg � s	for every nonnegative s,min�t � 0: m�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > f(t)	 � s	� min�t � 0: mfx 2 Rn : w(x) > tg � s	for every nonnegative s. Propositions from Subsection 1.2 yieldw�(s) = min�t � 0: mfx 2 Rn : w(x) > tg � s	and �f(w)��(s) = min�t � 0: m�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > t	 � s	for every nonnegative s. As f is increasing and continuous and the range off is [0;+1[, we have�f(w)��(s) = f�min�t � 0: m�x 2 Rn : f�w(x)� > f(t)	 � s	�



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 213for every nonnegative s. In conclusion,�f(w)��(s) � f�w�(s)�for every nonnegative s. �Proposition (4.viii) tells us that the decreasing rearrangement of �(jruj)is less than, or equals �(jruj�). Proposition (1.xiii) ensures thatmfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > u�(s)g � s for every nonnegative s. Therefore Theo-rem 1.A gives Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g ��jru(x)j� dx � sZ0 ��jruj�(t)� dtfor every positive s.Thus,1Z0 ��� n�1=nn s1�1=n du�ds (s)��(s) ds � �(+1) ZRn �(jruj) dx+ 1Z0 [�d�(s)] 1Z0 ��jruj�(t)� dtbecause [�d�] is a nonnegative measure. An integration by parts showsthat the last right-hand side equals1Z0 ��jruj�(s)��(s) ds:Inequality (4.8) follows. �Theorem 4.D. If u is any test function then(4.9.a) sup juj � (n� 1)n�2��1=nn jrujL(n;1):Equality holds in (4.9.a) if u is given by(4.9.b) u(x) = � 1� jxj if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1:



214 G. TALENTIProof. Theorem 3.A yieldsu�(0) � n�1��1=nn 1Z0 t�1+1=njruj�(t) dt:A property or rearrangements givesu�(0) = sup juj;equation (4.4.a) gives1Z0 t�1+1=njruj�(t) dt = �1� 1n�jrujL(n;1):Inequality (4.9.a) follows. The remaining assertion follows from an imme-diate inspection. �Theorem 4.E. Let p, q and r satisfy 1 < p < n=2 and 1 < q < r. Let Gbe any open subset of Rn, u a real-valued function de�ned in G. Assume uis smooth enough | e.g., twice continuously di�erentiable | and vanisheson the boundary of G | i.e., the measure of fx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg is �niteand the closure of fx 2 G : ju(x)j > tg is contained in G for every positivet. Then(4.10.a) n 1Z0 [s1=p�2=nu�(s)]r dss o1=r � Ck�ukL(p;q);where C is given by(4.10.b)n2�2=nn C = �1p� 2n��1+1=q�1=r�1�1q�1�1=qr�1=rn �( rqr�q )�( rr�q )�(q r�1r�q )o1=q�1=r:Moreover(4.11) kukL( npn�2p ;q) � p2��2=nn(np+ 2p� n)(n� 2p)k�ukL(p;q):The constants displayed are the smallest ones which bound the ratios be-tween the left-hand side and the norm on the right-hand side.



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 215The present theorem informs that W 2;p(Rn) is continuously imbedded inLorentz space L� npn�2p ; p� if 1 < p < n=2.Proof, outlined. Since sprtu� � [0;m(G)], Theorem 3.B givesu�(s) � n�2��2=nn 1Zs dt t�2+2=n tZ0 (�u)�(z) dzfor almost every positive s. Therefore Proposition (4.iv) gives successively(4.12) u�(s) � n�2��2=nn 1Zs t�1+2=n(�u)(t) dtand(4.13) u(s) � n�2��2=nn 1Z0 t2=nmaxft; sg(�u)(t) dtfor almost every positive s.Slight changes in an inequality by Bliss [Bl] ensure thatn 1Z0 hs1=p�2=n 1Z0 f(t) dtir dss o1=r� n2�2=nn Cn 1Z0 [s1+1=p�2=nf(s)]q dss o1=qif f is any nonnegative measurable function, 1=p � 2=n > 0 and 1 < q< r, and C is given by (4.10.b). Hence inequality (4.12) gives (4.10.a) and(4.10.b).Inequality (4.13) reads[s1=p�2=nu(s)] � 1Z0 K(s; t)[t1=p(�u)(t)] dtfor almost every positive s, if the following abbreviationK(s; t) = n�2��2=nn (s=t)1=p�2=nmaxfs; tg



216 G. TALENTIis used. Observe that K is positive and homogeneous of degree �1. Quitethe same argument used while proving Theorem 4.A yieldsn 1Z0 [s1=p�2=nu(s)]q dss o1=q � 1Z0 K(1; r) drn 1Z0 [s1=p(�u)(s)]q dss o1=q :As 1Z0 K(1; r) dr = p2��2=nn(np+ 2p� n)(n� 2p) ;inequality (4.11) follows.We skip further details and break o�. �5. Equidistributed gradients5.1. Introduction. Consider a cylindrical rod made up of a number ofplastic materials and subject to torsion. Suppose the rod has a given length;suppose the number of the materials, and the quantity and the plastic yieldlimit of each material are given. Then the rod withstands the largest twist-ing moment if and only if its cross-section is a disk and the materials arearranged in concentric annuli | the softest material innermost, the hardestmaterial outermost, the other materials orderly in between. Recall fromthe theory of plasticity that the moment in question is proportional to theintegral of a real-valued function u | the stress function | and the rele-vant data are stored in the distribution function of jruj | the length ofthe gradient of u. See [Ar] for details. The above assertion can be derivedfrom the following theorem.Theorem 5.A. Let M be a nonnegative decreasing right-continuous func-tion de�ned in [0;1[ that decays fast enough at the in�nity, and let V bea number larger than or equal to M(0). Consider any real-valued functionu de�ned in Rn that is nice enough and satis�es the following conditions:(i) the distribution function of jruj is M , i.e.,(5.1) mfx 2 Rn : jru(x)j > tg =M(t)for every nonnegative t;(ii) the support of u has measure V , i.e.,(5.2) mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > 0g = V:



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 217Then(5.3) ��� ZRn u(x) dx��� � (n+ 1)�1��1=nn 1Z0 �V 1+1=n � �V �M(t)�1+1=n� dt:Equality holds in (5:3) if and only if either u or �u is a dome function (i.e.,a nonnegative radial function whose restriction to its support is concave).A full proof of Theorem 5.A, including a derivation of the \only if" clause,was given in [AT]. Related proofs appeared in [Ar] and [GN].Theorem 2.1 from [GN] implies the following theorem.Theorem 5.B. Let M , V , u as in Theorem 5.A. Then(5.4) sup juj � ��1=nn 1Z0 �M(t)�1=n dt:Equality holds in (5:4) if u is any spire function (i.e., a nonnegative radialfunction whose restriction to any ray is decreasing and convex).Motivated by the preceding result, one may consider the variational prob-lem(5.5) kuk = maximum,under conditions (i) and (ii) above| i.e., the problem of rendering kuk a maximum within a class of functionsu whose support has a prescribed measure and such that jruj has a pre-scribed rearrangement. Here k : k stands for a norm in some Banach functionspace. According to usage, we say that two functions are equidistributed, ora rearrangement of each other, if they have the same distribution function.Theorems 5.A and 5.B give a complete answer if k : k is either the norm inL1(Rn) or the norm in L1(Rn). Theorem 3.1 from [ALT] claims that, ifk : k is the norm in Lp(Rn), then a solution to problem (5.5) actually existsand is radial (provided p is suitably related to dimension n and the decayof distribution function M at in�nity). A characterization of maximizers isleft out in [ALT], however. Further investigations about problem (5.5) arein [FP], Section 3, and [Po].In this section we display the geometry of solutions to problem (5.5) in thecase where k : k is (equivalent to) a norm in Lorentz space L(p; 1). Our main



218 G. TALENTIresult | Theorem 5.C below | includes both Theorem 5.A and Theorem5.B. It may be viewed as an approach to problems from the calculus ofvariations in which side conditions constrain a rearrangement. Problems ofsuch a sort are worked out, e.g., in [ALT], [Bu], [EST], [FP], [LS], [McL].For the sake of brevity we shall abuse notations and set(5.6) kukL(p;q) = n 1Z0 [s1=pu�(s)]q dss o1=q:Thus kukL(p;p) = � RRn ju(x)jp dx	1=p, the norm of u in Lp(Rn); argumentsused while proving Proposition (4.vii) give(5.7) (q=p)1=qkukL(p;q) � (r=p)1=rkukL(p;r)if q < r | hence kukL(p;1) � pkukLp(Rn) if p � 1.5.2. Statement. The following theorem can be found in [Ta6].Theorem 5.C. Let u be a real-valued function de�ned in Rn. Supposeu is nice enough | e.g., Lipschitz continuous | and the support of u hasa �nite measure. LetM and V denote the distribution function of jruj andthe measure of the support of u, respectively | in the other words, supposeequations (5:1) and (5:2) are in force.Let v and w be the real-valued functions de�ned in Rn that obey thefollowing conditions: (i) jrvj and jrwj are rearrangements of jruj, i.e.,(5.8) M(t) = mfx 2 Rn : jrv(x)j > tg = mfx 2 Rn : jrw(x)j > tgfor every nonnegative t; (ii) the support of v and the support of w have thesame measure as the support of u, i.e.,(5.9) V = mfx 2 Rn : jv(x)j > 0g = mfx 2 Rn : jw(x)j > 0g;(iii) v and w are radial and radially decreasing; moreover the restrictionof jrvj to the support of v is radially increasing, while jrwj is radiallydecreasing | in the other words, v is a dome function and w is a spirefunction.Assertions:(5.10.a) kukL(p;1) � kvkL(p;1) if n = 1 or 0 < p � n=(n� 1);



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 219(5.10.b) kukL(p;1) � kwkL(p;1) if n > 1 and p � n=(n� 1);furthermore(5.11.a) kvkL(p;1) = pn�1=nn ( 1p + 1n ) 1Z0 �V 1=p+1=n � �V �M(t)�1=p+1=n� dt;(5.11.b) kwkL(p;1) = pn�1=nn ( 1p + 1n ) 1Z0 �M(t)�1=p+1=n dt:Proof of Theorem 5.C. Let ' and  be nice real-valued functions de�nedin ]0;1[ such that(5.12.a) '(s) � 0; s'(s) � (1� 1=n) sZ0 '(t) dt;and(5.12.b)  (s) � 0; s (s) � (1� 1=n) sZ0  (t) dtfor every positive s. We are going to prove(5.13.a) 1Z0 '(s)u�(s) ds � 1Z0 '(s)v�(s) ds;(5.13.b) 1Z0  (s)u�(s) ds � 1Z0  (s)w�(s) ds:Notice these facts:(i) We have(5.14) u�(s) = 8<: VRs h� du�dt (t)i dt if 0 < s < V;0 if s � V:



220 G. TALENTIIndeed, we know from Subsection 1.2 that the support of u� is [0; V ], andLemma 1.E informs that the restriction of u� to every compact subintervalof ]0;1[ is absolutely continuous.(ii) The following inequalities(5.15.a) �du�ds (s) � 1n�1=nn s1�1=nn� dds Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dxo(5.15.b) �du�ds (s) � 1n�1=nn s1�1=nn dds Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g jru(x)j dxohold for almost every positive s. This assertion follows from Lemma 1.E.Indeed, Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dx= Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>0g jru(x)j dx� Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g jru(x)j dx;since Theorem 3.2.2(c) from [Mrr] ensure that either fx 2 Rn : ju(x)j =Constantg has measure zero orru vanishes almost everywhere in such a set.Hence (5.15.a) is a consequence of (5.15.b). The latter follows from (1.13).(iii) The inequality(5.16.a) Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dx � V�sZ0 jruj�(t) dtholds for every s such that 0 � s < V , the inequality(5.16.b) Zfx2Rn : ju(x)j>u�(s)g jru(x)j dx � sZ0 jruj�(t) dtholds for every nonnegative s. Indeed, Theorem 1.A yieldsZE f(x) dx � m(E)Z0 f�(s) ds



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 221if f is a nonnegative and E is measurable. On the other hand, recallfrom Subsection 1.2 that the distribution function of u, �, is de�ned by�(t) = mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > tg for every nonnegative t, and obeys �(t�)= mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j � tg for every positive t. Proposition (1.xiii) gives��u�(s)� � s if s � 0 and ��u�(s)� � � s if 0 � s < V . Thereforemfx 2 Rn : 0 < ju(x)j < u�(s)g � V � sif 0 < s < V , and mfx 2 Rn : ju(x)j > u�(s)g � sif s � 0.The proof goes ahead this way.1Z0 '(s)u�(s) ds= by formula (5.14)VZ0 n sZ0 '(t) dtof�duds (s)o ds� by the �rst inequality in (5.12.a) and inequality (5.15.a)VZ0 n 1n�1=nn s1�1=n sZ0 '(t) dton� ddt Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dxo ds�VZ0 n 1n�1=nn s1�1=n sZ0 '(t) dton� d Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dxo� integrations by partsVZ0 1n�1=nn s2�1=nns'(s)� �1� 1n� sZ0 '(t) dto



222 G. TALENTI� n Zfx2Rn : 0<ju(x)j<u�(s)g jru(x)j dxo ds� by the second inequality in (5.12.a) and inequality (5.16.a)VZ0 1n�1=nn s2�1=nns'(s)� �1� 1n� sZ0 '(t) dton V�sZ0 jruj�(t) dto ds= integrations by partsVZ0 n 1n�1=nn s1�1=n sZ0 '(t) dtojruj�(V � s) ds= VZ0 '(s)n VZs jruj�(V � t) dtn�1=nn t1�1=no ds:Thus we have shown(5.17.a) 1Z0 '(s)u�(s) ds � VZ0 '(s)n VZs jruj�(V � t) dtn�1=nn t1�1=no ds:Parallel arguments, that will be omitted here, show(5.17.b) 1Z0  (s)u�(s) ds � VZ0  (s)n VZs jruj�(t) dtn�1=nn t1�1=no ds:The very de�nitions of v and w give(5.18.a) jrv(x)j = � jruj�(V � �njxjn) if jxj < (V=�n)1=n;0 if jxj � (V=�n)1=n;and(5.18.b) jrw(x)j = jrwj�(�njxjn);



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 223as well as(5.19) jrvj� = jrwj� = jruj�:We deduce the following representation formulas(5.20.a)v(x) =8><>: VR�njxjn jruj�(V � s) dsn�1=nn s1�1=n if jxj < (V=�n)1=n;0 if jxj � (V=�n)1=n;and(5.20.b) w(x) =8><>: VR�njxjn jruj�(s) dsn�1=nn s1�1=n if jxj < (V=�n)1=n;0 if jxj � (V=�n)1=n:We deduce consequently(5.21.a) v�(s) =8<: VRs jruj�(V � t) dtn�1=nn t1�1=n if 0 < s < V;0 if s � V;and(5.21.b) w�(s) = 8<: VRs jruj�(t) dtn�1=nn t1�1=n if 0 < s < V;0 if s � V;Inequalities (5.13.a) and (5.13.b) follow via inequalities (5.17.a) and(5.17.b), and equations (5.21.a) and (5.21.b).Observe that, if n = 1 or n > 1 and 0 < p � n=(n� 1), and ' is given by(5.22.a) '(s) = s1=p�1;then conditions (5.12.a) are satis�ed; if n > 1 and p � n=(n � 1), and  given by(5.22.b)  (s) = s1=p�1;then conditions (5.12.b) are satis�ed. Coupling (5.13.a) and (5.22.a) resultsin inequality (5.10.a); coupling (5.13.b) and (5.22.b) results in inequality(5.10.b) { equation (5.6) comes here into play.



224 G. TALENTIEquation (5.6) and equations (5.21.a) and (5.21.b) yieldkvkL(p;1) = pn�1=nn VZ0 (V � s)1=p+1=n�1jruj�(s) ds;kwkL(p;1) = pn�1=nn VZ0 s1=p+1=n�1jruj�(s) ds:Layer-cake formula (1.5) implies(5.23) jruj� = 1Z0 �[0;M(t)[ dt;since the very de�nition of decreasing rearrangement and the de�nition ofM ensure that fs � 0: jruj�(s) > tg is, for every positive t, precisely theinterval [0;M(t)[ . Formula (5.23) givesVZ0 (V � s)1=p+1=n�1jruj�(s) ds= 11p + 1n 1Z0 �V 1=p+1=n � �V �M(t)�1=p+1=n� dt;VZ0 s1=p+1=n�1jruj�(s) ds = 11p + 1n 1Z0 �M(t)�1=p+1=n dt:Equations (5.11.a) and (5.11.b) follow.The proof is complete. �5.3. Remarks. An analog of Theorem 5.C cannot hold verbatim if Lorentzspace L(p; 1) is replaced by Lebesgue space Lp(Rn). The following areapropos examples.(5.i) Let n = 2 and consider the function u de�ned thus(5.24) u(x) = � 1� jxj2 if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 225| a dome function.An inspection shows that M , the distribution function of jruj, obeysM(t) = �(1� t2=4) if 0 � t < 2, M(t) = 0 if t � 2; and that V , the measureof the support of u, equals �. Then jruj�(s) = 2p1� s=� if 0 � s < �,jruj�(s) = 0 if s � �. Formulas (5.20.a) and (5.20.b) yield(5.25.a) v = u;(5.25.b) w(x) = � arc cos(jxj)� jxjp1� jxj2 if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1:Formulas (5.24), (5.25.a) and (5.25.b) giveZR2 jv(x)jp dx = �=(p+ 1); ZR2 jw(x)jp dx = 2�p�1� �Z0 (� � sin �)p d�:Hence numerical analysis shows that(5.26.a) kwkLp(R2)=kvkLp(R2) > 1if and only if(5.26.b) p > 2:871649 : : : :Now consider the function u de�ned thus(5.27) u(x) = � (1� jxj)2 if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1| a spire function. This time M(t) = �(1� t=2)2 if 0 � t < 2, M(t) = 0 ift � 2; V = �; jruj�(s) = 2(1�ps=�) if 0 � s < �, jruj�(s) = 0 if s � �.Hence formulas (5.20.a) and (5.20.b) give(5.28.a)v(x) = � arc cos(jxj) + jxjp1� jxj2 + 2(1� jxj) if jxj < 1;0 if jxj � 1;(5.28.b) w = u:



226 G. TALENTIFormulas (5.27), (5.28.a) and (5.28.b) imply that the inequality(5.29.a) kwkLp(R2)=kvkLp(R2) > 1holds if and only if(5.29.b) p > 2:777883 : : : :Note that the right-hand side of (5.26.b) di�ers from the right-hand sideof (5.29.b), and both di�er from n=(n�1), the index appearing the Theorem5.C.(5.ii) Let fp1; p2; : : : ; plg be a decreasing sequence of l positive numbers.Consider the problem(5.30) ZRn �u(x)�2 dx = maximum;under the following conditions: u is real-valued and Lipschitz continuous,and(5.31) m(sprtu) = �n;(5.32) jruj� = lXi=1 pi�[�n(i�1)l�1;�nil�1[| the right-hand side of the last equation is the step function that takesthe value pi at every point from [�n(i� 1)l�1; �nil�1[ and takes the value0 at every point from [�n;1[ .Clearly, competing functions include Lipschitz continuous functions uhaving the following properties:(5.33.a) u is radial and radially decreasing;(5.33.b) u(x) = 0 if jxj � 1;(5.33.c) jruj =Xli=1qi�f(i�1)l�1<jxjn<il�1g



INEQUALITIES IN R. I. FUNCTION SPACES 227| here fq1; q2; : : : ; qlg is any permutation of fp1; p2; : : : ; plg, and the right-hand side of equation (5.33.c) is the piecewise constant function that takesthe value qi where (i � 1)l�1 < jxjn < il�1 and takes the value 0 wherejxj � 1.Let l = 7 and assume fp1; p2; : : : ; plg is(5.34) f100; 85; 70; 55; 40; 25; 10g:Computations show the following. If n = 2, the Lipschitz function speci�edby (5.33.a), (5.33.b) and (5.33.c) satis�es (5.30) if fq1; q2; : : : ; qlg is(5.35) f10; 25; 40; 70; 100; 85; 55g:If n = 3, the Lipschitz continuous function speci�ed by (5.33.a), (5.33.b)and (5.33.c) satis�es (5.30) if fq1; q2; : : : ; qlg is(5.36) f40; 100; 85; 70; 55; 25; 10g:Notice that neither (5.35) nor (5.36) is a monotone rearrangement of(5.34). In other words, if n = 2 or n = 3 the solution of problem (5.30),(5.33.a) and (5.33.b) is neither a dome nor a spire function.References[Ada] R.A. Adams, Sobolev spaces, Academic Press, 1975.[Al] A. Alvino, Sulla disuguaglianza di Sobolev in spazi di Lorentz, Boll. Uni. Mat.Ital. 5 (1977), no. 14A, 148{156.[ALT] A. Alvino & P.L. Lions & G. Trombetti, On optimization problems with pre-scribed rearrangements, Nonlinear Anal. 13 (1989), 185{220.[Ar] G. Aronsson, An integral inequality and plastic torsion, Arch. Rational Mech.Anal. 7 (1989), 23{39.[AT] G. Aronsson & G. Talenti, Estimating the integral of a function in terms ofa distribution function of its gradient, Boll. Uni. Mat. Ital. 5 (1981), no. 18B,885{894.[Au] T. Aubin, Probl�emes isop�erimetriques et espaces de Sobolev, J. Di�erentialGeom. 11 (1976), 573{598.[Bae] A. Baernstein, A uni�ed approach to symmetrization, To appear in a forthcomingvolume of Sympos. Math.[Bl] G.A. Bliss, An integral inequality, J. London Math. Soc. 5 (1930), 40{46.[BLL] H.J. Brascamp & E.H. Lieb & J.M. Luttinger, A general rearrangement inequal-ity for multiple integrals, J. Funct. Anal. 17 (1974), 227{237.
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